Gaming and Metaverse Launchpad

W H I T E P A P E R

INTRODUCTION
Coinsale is decentralized IDO platform. Coinsale is a strong
solution partner for cryptocurrency projects to sell tokens,
increase liquidity, and reach new investors.
Coinsale allows you to invest in projects at IDO events that
will be held on its platform by staking its own token. Thanks
to this platform which provides the opportunity to invest first,
you will be one of the first investors of the projects.
It serves to solve the problems created by many similar
platforms, to minimize the costs of participation in IDO
events and to reach larger audiences.
While some platforms do not guarantee you to invest in
projects even though you stake their own token, Coinsale,
on the contrary aims to ensure that all stakers participate in
IDO events without any problems.
There are absolutely no bot systems on the Coinsale platform and this is not tolerated. It is ensured that all investors
and platform users participate in IDO sales without any
problems.
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COINSALE USERS
Coinsale users (investors) will be able to participate in all
IDO sales on the website by staking the token of this platform. All they have to do is stake in accordance with the
given time and conditions.
In this way, you will be able to participate in all upcoming
IDO sales without any problems.

COINSALE IDO APPLICATIONS

Project owners are required to introduce their project by
filling out the application form on the website in order to
have an IDO on the Coinsale platform. If they share important informations such as project content, team information,
plans, and budgets with us, after our team's review it will be
decided if the project is eligible or not. The continuation of
the operation is ensured by making an interview with the
project managers who successfully pass the preliminary
application. Our team continues with an interview with the
project managers who have successfully passed the preliminary application.
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TOKEN ECONOMICS
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VESTING
Rewards and Ecosystem: 2 month lock, 10% every month thereafter

Team: 1 year lock

Development: First 3 months lock, 10% every month on partnership and advisory

Marketing: 5% at TGE, 10% every month thereafter

Private Sale: 10% at TGE, 15% every month thereafter

Public Sale: 25% at TGE, 25% every month thereafter
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( $CSF )
TOKEN PRICE
Private Sale Price: 1 CSF = USD 0.15

IDO price: 1 CSF = USD 0.3

Listing price: 1 CSF = USD 0.35

Listing on the 8th of January 2021 on PCS

Initial Market Cap to be approximately USD 320,000

**Total Supply: 5,000,000 CSF**

**Launch Supply: 912,500 CSF**
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ROADMAP
Phase 1
- Launch Coinsale Website & Socials
- Contract Audit
- Private Sale
- Public Sale
- First DEX and CEX listing
- Partnerships
- Staking pools
Phase 2
- IDO Projects
- Partnerships
- NFT Collection and Staking
Phase 3
- Private Launch model
- Cex Listing
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